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May 16-17, 2020
Greetings,
This is a basic introductory class on how to repair nicks, dents and scratches to wood and its
coatings using the same tools and techniques professionals use.
Water rings, heat damage, burns and small missing pieces of veneer and larger repairs such as
crushed corners will also be taught. You will be working on samples that I have put together so
that you can experience a start to finish repair.
There are two Tool Lists shown below. The first Tool List are tools you will need to purchase to
have in class on day one.
The second list are materials MASW has purchased for you to experiment with. By the end of
the class you can decide which materials worked best for you.
Order the first Tool List as soon as possible to make sure you have it for day one of this class.
If you already have a repair kit, cross check want you have with the tools and materials listed
below. I would suggest your kit comes as close as you can with what I have listed.
None of these tools or materials will be for sale at MASW.
Tool List #1
You will need to purchase the following items. I have made arrangements with Westlund
Distributing to put together a kit for you.
Contact Westlund Distributing at 800-325-6878 and ask for kit Quote 3996.
The company I am working with put together a web page that the students can use to purchase their kit.
https://www.westlunddistributing.com/catalog/product/view/id/233810/

The base price of this kit is $272.01. There will be tax and shipping charges added to this
amount which will be dependent on your shipping address.
1. M900- EK24FC
2. M900-H800
3. M901-1274
4. M370-1200
5. M900-6200
6. M902-2000
7. M983-1002
8. M115-3050
9. M743-1510
10. M900-4602

Electric Burn in Knife (with a straight blade M900-B24F)
Heat Control Unit (for burn in knife M900-EK24FC)
Red Sable Graining Brush
Blendal Stain Powder Asst-12 colors
#62 Curved Flexible Burn in Knife
Cork Sanding Block
Two Ounce Poly Squeeze Bottles (3 bottles)
Mixing Guide Color Wheel
Epoxy Stick Pine
Match All Tinting Glass

Tool List #2
The following Mohawk products are needed to complete your repair kit. I will have them at
MASW for you to use. Upon completion of the class you will choose which products worked
best for you.
Do not purchase them until you have decided which of them works best for you.
1. M316-3600
2. M350-3600
3. M310-9990
4. M310-1001
5. M999-9990
6. M999-9992
7. M401-1203
8. M405-2006
9. M403-0004
10. M265-1204
11. M904-1001

EZ Flo (high sheen) burn in sticks: set of 30
Plane Stick (low sheen) 36 pack
Hard Fil Kit
Hard Fill Assortment
Hard Fill Leveling Tool
Scraper (for Hard Fill Assortment)
Burn in Balm – 4 ounce
Wil Pro
Graining Liquid
Brush Tip Marker 6 pack
Trace Cloth – 5 pound box
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